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Abstract
The market for sustainable buildings is growing, albeit from a slow start, as awareness of the
consequences of climate change begin to influence the corporate decision makers seeking new office
accommodation. Research has shown that a circle of blame has prevailed in recent times resulting in
few sustainable buildings being developed. The recent growth of the Green Star and NABERS rating
schemes is testament to the need to establish market recognisable measures of environmentally
sustainable development (ESD) against which developers, occupiers, and owners can benchmark their
sustainability credentials. The developer’s and owner’s dilemma that has emerged from the
uncertainty as to what a sustainable building is, has been one of; can I afford the added cost of ESD
or, more particularly, can I afford not to build ESD? A more precise question that is being asked is
how many green stars do I actually need?
This paper will examine the growth of the rating systems in Australia and the issues facing
developers, owners and valuers in establishing the viability of ESD. It will also explore the
occupiers’ / corporate real estate perspective looking at workplace and triple bottom line performance
as well as issues relating to green leases in ESD premises.
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Introduction
The world has changed over the past decade with an ever increasing recognition that we can no longer
continue to use natural resources without facing environmental consequences. Business and the
property industry has been slow to react to this changing view of the world, even though there has
been awareness of the growing environmental consequences of our actions since the Industrial
Revolution. As Engles (1876, p. 5) at the time pointed out; ‘Let us not, however, flatter ourselves
overmuch on account of our human victories over nature. For each such victory nature takes its
revenge on us. Each victory, it is true, in the first place brings about the results we expected, but in
the second and third places it has quite different, unforeseen effects which only too often cancel the
first.’ So in the twenty first century we must address the consequences of our past actions. We face a
world in which the potential effects of climate change are very significant: ‘The future of our
economy and way of life, the future of our farmlands, our rich tourist areas, from our cities to
Australia’s Antarctic Territory, are at risk, for simply put, the consequences of climate change
inaction are potentially devastating’ (Garrett 2008).
The single minded pursuit of short term profitability by business and the development industry, with a
‘couldn’t care less’ approach to the environment, can no longer be justified, the cancer like ideology
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of unlimited and unending growth can no longer be sustained (Dunphy, Griffiths & Benn 2007, p. 5).
The property industry has reacted to the changing environment with a rapid growth in the recognition
that as stewards of the built environment environmentally sustainable development must be embraced.
What constitutes a sustainable development, however, has been a challenge which this paper seeks to
address.
There has been much debate as to what the word ‘sustainability’ actually means with, at last count,
over 500 definitions which has led to much confusion (Phillips 2003). The widely accepted definition
of sustainability is that proffered in the Brundtland Report which states; 'Sustainable development is
development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.' (Brundtland Commission 1987). This simple shortened
definition taken from a wide ranging report has in some author’s view been unhelpful, leading to
vagueness about the concept of sustainable development. Indeed the all encompassing character of
the word has rendered ‘it virtually ineffectual as its meaning has seemingly grown to include almost
everything’ (Phillips 2003).
The Brundtland Commission Report became a catalyst for change and its definition of sustainability
was endorsed by the 1992 UN Earth Summit in Rio which culminated in the global agreement within
the Rio Declaration and Agenda 21 requiring all member states to develop a national sustainability
development strategy (UN 1992). The practical application of these stated sustainability objectives
has been a particular challenge for the development industry, resulting in what has widely been
reported as a ‘circle of blame’ leading to a lack of a business case for sustainable development
(Ellison & Sayce 2007; RICS 2008). The blame centres around a perception by developers and
owners that the market does not value the extra costs and risk associated with building a sustainable
property. There is, however, willingness by occupiers and owners to move toward the occupation of
sustainable buildings, and indeed studies have shown a preparedness by occupiers to pay a premium
for such buildings, while State and Federal Governments have set mandatory sustainability
requirements for the commercial space that they occupy. The financial dilemma facing developers is,
as always, one of risk and return. Developers and some research points to a reduced risk in
developing sustainable buildings based on the notion that, due to demand and increasing awareness of
climate change, sustainable buildings will more readily attract and retain tenants and thus reduce the
development risk. In addition good sustainable design can result in significant long term reductions in
operating costs, all for a modest increase in development costs of 0%-2% (Green Building Council of
Australia 2006, p. 48) or 0%-3% (Miller, Spivey & Florence 2009).
The ‘circle of blame’ in delivering financially viable sustainable development has led to much
criticism of the valuation profession, citing the backward looking, traditional valuation approach as
the root cause for these discrepancies, rather than any market based cause for the imbalance (Green
Building Council of Australia 2008c; Lorenz, Truck & Lutzkendorf 2007). Others identify the cause
of the circle of blame and the lack of a clear financial benefit to sustainable development on the
absence of hard market comparable evidence to support any enhancement in value (Ellison & Sayce
2007; Levy & De Francesco 2008). There are a number of possible causes for this lack of market
direction. Firstly, the limited size of the market, coupled with the current global financial crisis,
makes it very difficult to identify any value aspects that can be directly attributed to sustainable
building. The highly variable additional costs of sustainable development and the range of potential
operating cost savings also make it difficult to identify specific value elements within individual
buildings (Miller, Spivey & Florence 2009). The one aspect which becomes clear as a possible cause
for this lack of market direction is the fact that the; ‘...market has not found a reliable, mutually
acceptable way of identifying sustainability within the existing building stock. Lacking such a basic
pre-requisite for developing an understanding of value risk or return that might be attached to
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sustainability means the sector stumbles at the first hurdle in trying to engage with the sustainability
debate.’ (Ellison & Sayce 2007).
There have, over the past decade, been a plethora of sustainability assessment tools developed around
the world, each of which seeks to assess a property development against a range of ‘sustainability
criteria’. These tools have been developed by governments and private organisations, both those
established by the industry on a not-for-profit basis and those seeking to establish commercial
measures of sustainability. Internationally the tools most widely recognised include BREEAM in the
UK and the LEED in the USA. In an Australian context there are a range of measures commonly
applied to new and existing developments. These measures range from those which focus just on
building energy, such as the Australian Building Greenhouse Rating tool (ABGR) which has been
recently rebadged as NABERS (energy), to those which seek to provide a more holistic approach,
such as the National Australian Built Environment Rating System (NABERS), a tool developed by
government to assess the environmental impact of existing buildings, and the Green Building Council
of Australia Green Star rating tools for new and refurbished buildings. Each of the rating tools seeks
to measure different criteria in order to award a star rating. The number of available stars varies
between the schemes, with NABERS awarding up to five stars and the Green Building Council six
stars. The assessment criteria include the obvious energy consumption measures but also incorporate
a range of other metrics from the size of car parking spaces to the level of waste recycling. A detailed
tabulated analysis of the metrics used is provided in Levy & De Francesco (2008).

Star Rating Analysis
Some insight into the confusion caused by multiple sustainable building rating systems can be gained
by taking a closer look at the data available on the buildings within Australia that have achieved either
a NABERS, or former ABGR, rating and those with a Green Star rating from the Green Building
Council. Each of these rating schemes has been expanded over recent years to incorporate a wider
range of property types, including inter alia retail, education, hotels and fit-outs. The initial focus of
these rating schemes and this paper, however, is in the measurement of commercial office property
and so analysis of the data is restricted to that published by the relevant organisations in relation to
office premises.
The NABERS scheme is administered by the NSW Government and it is, therefore, not surprising to
find that over half (55%) of the buildings that have been assessed are located in NSW. The rating
scheme applies to existing buildings and measures energy, water, indoor environment and waste
against a series of benchmark criteria. While the scheme has been running for several years, the total
number of office buildings reported as having achieved a NABERS rating is only 208. The
distribution of these offices is not typical of the general office market as 113, or 56%, are located in
NSW and a further 21, or 10.5%, are in the ACT, thus showing the strong NSW and public sector bias
in the buildings assessed. The distribution of NABERS rated offices throughout Australia is shown in
Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1 NABERS Rated Office Buildings
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The NABERS rating tool incorporates the energy rating scheme operated by the Australian Building
Greenhouse Rating (ABGR) and, thus, the majority of buildings are rated with respect to energy.
Indeed of the 208 buildings rated, 202 have achieved an energy star rating. This figure contrasts with
those achieving a water use star rating, which only comprises 128 buildings. In all but 6 cases,
buildings with water star ratings also have an energy rating, while 37% of those buildings with an
energy rating do not also hold a water rating. The distribution of the star ratings is shown in Figure 2
and Figure 3 below, both in terms of building numbers and their percentage of the total buildings in
the scheme.
Figure 2 Number of Buildings with Energy Star Rating
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Figure 3 Percentage of Buildings with Energy Star Rating
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It can be seen from this data analysis that nearly half, 47%, of all buildings assessed have achieved a
four star rating or higher, while only 22% of those measured achieved a 4 star or above water rating.
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Analysis of the published star rated buildings under the Green Building Council of Australia’s tool
also provides some interesting insight into the operation of these rating tools. The data analysis is
restricted to those buildings which allow the rating to be publically noted, however, given the
financial benefits associated with achieving a star rating, it is unlikely that many owners or developers
would not want to maximise the positive publicity flowing from achieving a star rating.
The Green Building Council of Australia commenced its office rating tool in 2004 and has
experienced considerable growth in demand from developers and owners to rate their new
developments. While there has been considerable growth, the total number of certified buildings is
still just 109, from just one certified building in 2004, the number has increased to 65 receiving a
rating in 2008. The steep increase in the number of rated buildings is illustrated in Figure 4 below.
The total number of certified buildings includes 14 from categories other than offices and, therefore,
only 95 office projects are currently certified (Green Building Council of Australia 2008b).

Number Certified Buildings

Figure 4 Green Star Certified Buildings
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The reported total number of certified properties does, however, hide one important statistic which is
only revealed by detailed scrutiny of the listed projects. The number of buildings which have
received a star rating for ‘as built’ is very much lower than those seeking a Green Star rating by
design. The difference in figures and the distribution by state is shown in Table 1. This reveals that
only eight buildings, (8.5%), out of the 95 currently certified are ‘As Built’, while 87, or 91.5%, are
evaluated on a design basis.
Table 1 Green Star Certified Office Buildings

State / Star Rating
VIC
NSW
SA
QLD
ACT
TAS
NT
WA
Total

Office Design
4
5
5
16
8
6
2
7
10
10
2
2
1
1
0
0
4
2
32
44

6
3
3
1
2
1
0
0
1
11

Office As Built
4
5

2

3
2
1

2

6

6

0
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The developer’s choice to pursue a design rating has obvious benefits as it allows for buildings to be
marketed as having achieved a Green Star rating before construction is commenced, thus attracting
tenants seeking to occupy sustainable buildings. This ability to rate a building by design is not
available in other rating systems either in Australia or within the LEED or BREEAM tools in the UK
and USA. The importance of marketing green building credentials early in the development process
is recognised by the Green Building Council in that they strictly regulate the use of the Green Star
rating, only allowing buildings seeking certification to identify themselves as ‘registered to achieve a
Green Star rating’ before actually obtaining a registration (Green Building Council of Australia
2008a, p. 44). The value of free publicity developers achieve as a result of the Green Star certification
process was estimated to be in the region of $1.1 million in 2008 (Green Building Council of
Australia 2008a, p. 46). Thus it is clear that this rating tool has a significant part to play in the
marketing of new buildings.
The low level of buildings seeking ‘As Built’ Certification, either following on from a Design Rating
or as a standalone rating, as indicated above is only 8.5% of the total certified buildings and is perhaps
indicative of the importance placed on the actual performance of a building over its design
performance.
Analysis of the seventy three certified office buildings for which information is publically available
from the Green Building Council provides some interesting insight into the nature of the certification
process. The certification process awards Green Star rating categories of 4 Star Best Practice, 5 Star
Australian Excellence and 6 Star World Leader. The breakup of the current building ratings is shown
in Figure 5 and illustrates that half of the certified buildings have achieved a five star certification of
Australian Excellence.

Number Certified Buildings

Figure 5 Green Star Ratings - Office Buildings
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The distribution of certified buildings throughout the states is shown in Figure 6, which indicates a
reasonable spread across all states. Of the six star buildings there are two in each of QLD and NSW
with three in Vic and one each in ACT and SA, again showing a reasonable spread of world leading
sustainable buildings throughout Australia. There is, perhaps not surprisingly, among the certified
buildings a large number of owner occupied buildings, perhaps reflecting the longer term nature of
owner occupation and the ability to benefit from any additional costs of construction over a period of
time. Similarly 17, or 23%, of the Green Star rated buildings are owned and occupied by public
sector agencies reflecting the leadership role which governments in Australia are taking in promoting
the development of sustainable buildings.
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Number Certified Office
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Figure 6 Green Star Ratings - by State
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One issue which arises regarding the recognition of buildings as being excellent or world leading is
that the world moves on and what was perceived as innovative and world leading yesterday soon
becomes the norm. To address this issue, the Green Building Council continually monitors its rating
process and, in order to maintain a ‘world leading’ status, periodically revises its rating tools for
buildings. Currently the most recent release office rating tool is version three, which was introduced
in late 2008. Obviously given the time required to prepare a submission and to achieve a Green Star
certification, there are currently no version three certified buildings included in the published data. Of
the certified buildings, 19% achieved their rating under version one of the tool and 80% under version
two. While this updating process maintains a high standard and a mark of quality for the Green
Building Council, it does raise the question for investors and valuers as to how to differentiate
between the value of four, five or six stars, and how does this differ from version one through to
version three and potentially beyond?
The total net lettable area calculated from the published building data equates to approximately
830,000 m2 which, based on an estimated CBD office stock of circa 17.6 million square meters,
equates to 4.6% of the office stock (Warren 2004). This indicates that a reasonably high proportion of
all new buildings are now seeking to achieve a Green Star rating. With current CBD office stock
additions ranging from plus 1.6% in Brisbane in 2008 to minus 1.5% in Sydney, a figure which
reflects the number of buildings being withdrawn from the market for refurbishment (Colliers
International 2008), the time it will take for Green Star rated buildings to be the norm in the market,
rather than the exception, is still relatively long. Although with historically low vacancies and, until
the credit crunch, an office market in Australia which was booming, the incentives for developers to
build sustainable buildings is greater than ever before. Similarly the recognition by investors that
existing buildings that lack the energy saving and other sustainable attributes of Green Star rated
buildings will more rapidly become obsolete is leading the push to undertake major refurbishments to
upgrade existing stock to meet the sustainability and efficiency demands of the market.

Who needs a Green Star
So, what can be concluded from the analysis of the sustainable building rating tools currently utilised
in Australia and the views of the valuation profession? What is evident is that there are a number of
tools available and that these tools are rapidly developing as the market matures. The merging of
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ABGR and NABERS to form a single tool is perhaps a positive move in reducing the number of tools,
but even as this occurs, new players enter the market.
In conclusion it can be seen that our office market has come a long way in a few years and has
embraced the sustainable building agenda. The ongoing development of tools to evaluate and
promote sustainable buildings is a very important element in the process of deciding who needs a
green star. The first movers in clearly identifying a need for a star rating system has been the
developers, in order to add a marketing edge to their new developments.
There is considerable ongoing debate relating to the valuation profession and recognition of ESD
buildings and the added value associated with those building. Considerable research is required to
identify the the methods of valuation being used and the reasons that value is not being expressed in
ESD building. It is clear from the data on accredited buildings that there are few direct comparable
buildings that have achived an ‘As Built’ rating and this is likely to be one factor in the limited added
value associated with these rating tools.
The market has, however, moved on considerably and larger corporations and governments have
embraced their corporate social responsibilities and increasingly demand sustainable building, thus
seeking a green star rating before investing in a new building or entering into a lease to occupy a
building. Finally there is a growing awareness among corporate real estate managers that building
occupiers, the employees, are becoming much more aware of their work environment in which they
work and are lobbying employers for more sustainable workplaces, a demand many are happy to meet
given the increased levels of productivity widely associated with environmentally sustainable
building.
So in short we all need a green star; developers, investors, occupiers and employees. What needs to
be addressed now is the circle of blame discussed above and a move made toward a greater body of
research which develops robust measures of sustainable buildings that are designed, built and
operated to achieve the sustainability objectives of all parties. These measures need to provide an
open and clear demonstration of the buildings credentials such that investors and valuers can take full
cognisance of the decreased risk profile that such buildings are clearly capable of achieving.
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